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We acknowledge the tradition of custodianship and law of the Country on which the University of Sydney campuses stand. We pay our respects to those who have cared and continue to care for Country.
“Sydney Nano is undertaking research that has the potential to make profound and practical impacts at both global and national levels.”

Professor Mark Scott AO
Vice-Chancellor, The University of Sydney
One of the most exciting and fascinating aspects of my role as Vice-Chancellor has been learning more about the work of Sydney Nano – I’m really impressed by its ambitious program of research, innovation and collaboration.

Sydney Nano is one of the University of Sydney’s best examples of multidisciplinary research excellence: how we unlock expertise across a range of faculties and schools to jointly problem solve, with research that showcases the strength and impact gained from the plurality of our academic experts working side by side.

Sydney Nano also performs an important role in supporting our outstanding early and mid-career academics at critical points in their research careers. These emerging leaders represent the future of research here at Sydney, in Australia and in the wider world – and we need their expertise to tackle some of the most difficult research priorities that lie ahead.

Together, these colleagues are undertaking research that has huge potential – potential to make profound and practical impacts, guided by a comprehensive academic framework which delivers at both global and national levels, against the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and priority research areas identified by the Australian Government.

Sydney Nano is also a brilliant example of what can be achieved when we collaborate with others who bring their own expertise and engagement – be it other universities, research institutes, industry, or government. A recent example – the ‘Network 4 Sustainable Nano’ – united institutions around the world to address the UN’s SDGs through nanotechnology research.

My vision for the University of Sydney in the years to come is that we are globally impactful in our research and able to leverage our strength as a large, comprehensive university where excellence is the norm. We will be broad and deep in the disciplines and take advantage of opportunities to work together and with our external partners to find solutions to the biggest challenges facing the world today, from climate change to future public health emergencies.

I’ll be keenly following Sydney Nano as it enters its next growth phase, ‘Sydney Nano 2.0’. I’m confident that the institute will continue to be at the forefront of producing research that supports the University to achieve our goal of becoming a truly great institution – research that is relevant, innovative, solution focused, and truly world class.

Professor Mark Scott AO  
Vice-Chancellor and President, The University of Sydney
“Sydney Nano creates opportunities for public and policy engagement through unique initiatives formed from collaborative research.”

Professor Ben Eggleton
Director, The University of Sydney Nano Institute
There is no doubt that 2021 was a challenging year for our community. However, I am continually impressed by the resilience and determination of our Sydney Nano members and I am confident that we will come out of this pandemic stronger than before. Despite a difficult year, Sydney Nano showed excellent engagement with our members, wider communities, and partners through the development and launch of several exciting initiatives and events.

Most notably, I am proud to announce the launch of our Smart Sustainable Building Network (SSBN) earlier this year. Co-chaired by myself and Professor Kim Rasmussen from the Faculty of Engineering, the SSBN comprises of seven multidisciplinary and diverse research clusters tackling sustainability in the built environment by leveraging cutting-edge scientific advances, particularly those in nanoscale materials and nanotechnology. The framework of this Network, alongside our thriving NanoHealth Network, is aligned with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) alongside key government research areas. We are in the process of conducting scoping studies to assess the potential for an additional Network for Quantum, which we hope to launch in 2022.

“These initiatives enable academics from across the University to form and join collaborative research teams and networks, with access to new expertise.”

We are thrilled to welcome Professor Mark Scott AO as the 27th Vice-Chancellor of the University of Sydney. His vision for engagement and impact aligns well with the Sydney Nano academic framework and our strategic plans. I am looking forward to showcasing the brilliant work of our multidisciplinary researchers to the University Leadership at the official launch of Sydney Nano 2.0 in March 2022. A tremendous thank you to the previous Vice-Chancellor, Dr Michael Spence AC, for your lasting support of Sydney Nano.

In 2021, our inaugural six Grand Challenges have come to the end of their internal funding period. I am very impressed with their achievement and proud that all of them will continue to strive supported by external funding and engagement with Sydney Nano. Excitingly, we have selected four new Grand Challenge projects that will commence in 2022, covering the broad themes of health and sustainability and aligning well with the UN SDGs. In addition, Sydney Nano endorsed two Frontiers, one Catalyst, and five Kickstarters in 2021. You will find more information about them in our report.

Finally, thank you to the outgoing executive team – farewell to our Deputy Directors Wojciech, Anita, Omid, and James. A warm welcome to our incoming Deputy Directors – read more about this in the Outlook. In 2022, I am excited to further increase our external engagement by developing strong relationships with both national and international collaborators. I look forward to connecting with you all in person next year.

Professor Ben Eggleton
Director, The University of Sydney Nano Institute
ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

At Sydney Nano, we like to say that the next giant leap is seriously small. Revolutionary changes in science and technology have opened access to the nanoscale and together we are tackling some of the most challenging problems faced by humanity. With combined expertise from across the University’s disciplines and access to purpose-built facilities, our research is taking nanoscience to new levels.

As a multidisciplinary institute, we foster and enable research and education across all faculties to develop innovative solutions to some of the world’s greatest challenges. By connecting scientists and engineers to researchers in humanities, law, and the social sciences, we can create translational and transformative solutions, together.

Our mission remains to transform our economy, society, and everyday life through multidisciplinary research in nanoscale science and technology.

With global significance, our research in 2021 addressed priorities outlined by the UN Sustainable Development Goals, with a strong focus on goals 3, 9, 12, and 17. Additionally, we continue to address the World Health Organisation Priorities as well as the Australian Research Priorities.

Importantly, this work spans key focus industries, such as manufacturing, energy and the environment, medicine and health, communications, computing, and security.

Through our education, training, and outreach programs, we are inspiring the next generation of researchers. Together we are tackling some of the most challenging problems facing humanity: inventing new technologies for renewable energy; designing new medicines; creating nanorobots for medical diagnosis and treatment; and taking inspiration from nature to develop entirely new materials engineered at the nanoscale. The impact of this technology will be felt far beyond science, medicine, and engineering. That is why we are reaching across our academic community into the arts and social sciences, business, law, architecture, and design.
We work horizontally across the University and in close partnership with all faculties and schools to achieve transformational and translational outcomes supported by six strategic activity fields. Each of these fields are linked to our academic framework and continue to support our Grand Challenge projects, the Kickstarters, Frontiers, Catalysts, and our newly formed Networks.

Our strategic fields are:
- Research excellence
- Infrastructure and enabling capabilities
- Member engagement
- Outreach and training
- Academic partnerships
- Industry, innovation and commercialisation

Our vision is to be globally trusted and recognised experts in nanoscience and technology.

Our mission is to transform our economy, society and everyday life through multidisciplinary research in nanoscale science and technology.

Our purpose is to enable, facilitate and promote transformational activities and translational outcomes in nanoscience and technology that would otherwise not be possible through existing faculty and university structures.

Sydney Nano is not separate to faculties. We facilitate transformational and translational research projects that are populated by academics who belong to faculties.
Sydney Nano works horizontally across the University and in close partnership with all faculties and schools to achieve transformational and translational outcomes. Our strategy is anchored in six strategic fields.

Each of these fields are linked to our academic framework which is structured in four complementary research schemes and the newly launched Networks.

Our research activities are based on three themes and four domains and are underpinned by world-class infrastructure and capability platforms.

Themes
- Manufacturing, energy, and environment
- Health and medicine
- Communication, computing, and security

Domains
- Quantum science
- Nanophotonics
- Materials on the nanoscale
- Molecular nanoscience

What we achieve we achieve together – with our Members, our academic partners and our industry collaborators.
“The next giant leap is seriously small.”
OUR PEOPLE

Sydney Nano Executive Committee
The Sydney Nano Executive Committee, chaired by the Director, Ben Eggleton, comprises the Chief Operating Officer and five Deputy Directors, who work as a team to affect our academic, strategic, and financial goals.

Dr Gunther Schmidt
Chief Operating Officer

Associate Professor Alice Motion
Deputy Director, Outreach and Training

Dr Omid Kavehei
Deputy Director, Member Engagement

Professor Wojciech Chrzanowski
Deputy Director, Academic Partnerships

Professor James Rabeau
Deputy Director, Industry, Innovation, Commercialisation and Enabling Capabilities

Professor Anita Ho-Baillie
Deputy Director, Member Engagement

Professor Ben Eggleton
Director
Early Career Research Ambassadors

The Early Career Research (ECR) Ambassadors are an integral part of the team. They represent Sydney Nano and support member engagement initiatives and activities at a faculty level, and via national and international networks including academic and social events. ECRAs ensure the integration and alignment of Sydney Nano across their Faculty/University School to meet the research and education strategies of Sydney Nano and the University.

In 2021, 11 ECR Ambassadors were nominated across seven faculties and university schools. Six of these ECR Ambassadors were appointed in 2021 with five ECR Ambassadors continuing their roles from 2020. These ECR Ambassadors support Deputy Directors Dr Omid Kavehei and Prof Anita Ho-Baillie in the Member Engagement portfolio.
Sydney Nano Student Ambassadors

After the success of the inaugural Student Ambassadors appointed in 2019, six Sydney Nano Student Ambassadors were nominated for 2021-2022. Mentored by the ongoing Deputy Director for Outreach and Training, Associate Professor Alice Motion, the student ambassadors developed their skills in science and technology communication.

Ms Laura Haidar  
School of Physics

Mr Bryce Mullens  
School of Chemistry

Ms Karuna Skipper  
School of Chemistry

Mr Jed Austin  
Sydney Business School

Ms Queenie Yip  
School of Biomedical Engineering

Mr Timothy Newman  
School of Physics

Sydney Nano International Ambassadors

In 2021, Sydney Nano appointed three inaugural International Ambassadors to act as the key contacts for academic institutions in their designated region. These Ambassadors worked closely with the Deputy Director for Academic Partnerships, Professor Wojciech Chrzanowski, to develop our academic partnership strategy and strengthen our international collaborations.

Dr Feng Li  
China Ambassador Faculty of Science

Dr Markus Muellner  
Europe Ambassador Faculty of Science

A/Prof Alejandro Montoya  
Emerging Regions Ambassador Faculty of Engineering
Sydney Nano Administrative Support Unit

The Sydney Nano Administrative Support Unit provides administrative and operational support to the Sydney Nano Directorate.

Ms Trudy Fernan
Executive Officer

Ms Noella Lopez
Executive Assistant

Mr Gerard Minogue
Senior Project Officer – SNH Operations

Ms Rhiagh Cleary
Senior Research Officer – NanoHealth

Mr Joshua Kim
Senior Research Officer – Science & Engineering

Ms Matilda McGahey
Project Officer – Communications

Mr Rex Wang
Project Officer – Digitisation & Data Management

Mr Terance Pereira
Project Officer – Digitisation & Data Management

Ms Leesa L’Episcopo
Project Administrator
Our members

Our membership now consists of over 1000 academic and professional staff from all faculties and service units. A unique group of people from different backgrounds and disciplines, we all share an interest and passion for nanoscience. We love working in multidisciplinary teams and creating translational and transformational outcomes that are only possible in the unique Sydney Nano environment.

The Sydney Nano structure

- Our structure brings together over 1000 academic and professional staff from all faculties and service units.
- Members are conducting nano-related research at the University of Sydney.
- Participants are PhD students and postdocs working with Members.
- Both receive defined benefits including funding opportunities.
- Our community comprises academic and professional staff at the University who work with Sydney Nano or have a general interest in nanoscience and technology.
- We seek a wide and inclusive representation from all disciplines and a higher proportion of women than usual in STEM areas.

1003

Total number of University of Sydney staff engaged

19% Member
23% Participant
58% Community
186 Members lead nano research programs as Chief Investigators

One third are female

Spread over 7 Faculties/University School
41% Senior academics
34% Mid-Career Researchers
25% Early-Career Researchers

Faculty
Science 34%
Engineering 31%
Medicine and Health 18%
Arts and Social Sciences 5%
Business 5%
Architecture, Design and Planning 5%
Sydney Conservatorium of Music 2%

Academic level
Level A 5%
Level B 20%
Level C 17%
Level D 17%
Level E 41%
“I am thrilled to see all the important contributions from engineering academics and students to the grand challenge and networking schemes and I am looking forward to further strengthening our partnership with Sydney Nano.”

Professor Willy Zwaenepoel
Dean, Faculty of Engineering
In 2021, we achieved significant progress in all six strategic fields.

Research Excellence

We aim for excellence in translational and transformative research. Sydney Nano’s multi-disciplinary schemes are selected by a governing body in a rigorous selection process, have a defined time frame of seed funding and have achieve ambitious key performance indicators. All 21 nodes in our four schemes made significant progress towards their missions and targets.

In 2021, Sydney Nano continued to roll-out a new framework to foster and enable cross-faculty collaborations and multidisciplinary research: Sydney Nano Networks. Networks form integrated large-scale research focus areas. Co-led by faculties, the focus is on faculty-research priorities, activating expertise across the University. Our research nodes provide great opportunities for multidisciplinary research and education, while presenting prospect for partnerships with industry, end-users and other institutions around the world. In 2021, Sydney Nano grew the NanoHealth Network and launched the Smart Sustainable Building Network.

All of the Sydney Nano schemes and networks are designed to target the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, the Australian Government research priorities, and the NSW Government innovation agenda in alignment with the University of Sydney’s research strategy. We also expect to align with the NSW 20-year research & development roadmap, to be released in 2022.
Expanding the Academic Framework

3 Themes and 4 Domains

- **Academic framework**

  - **Grand challenges**
    flagships nodes that focus on finding multidisciplinary solutions for one grand challenge of our society or economy

  - **Frontiers**
    nodes that develop one technology platform in multidisciplinary applications with high potential of commercialisation

  - **Kickstarters**
    individual nodes of multidisciplinary research that could develop into grand challenges

  - **Catalysts**
    nodes led by social scientists that enhance and influence how we approach our programs and how they create impact

  - **Networks**
    large scale integrated clusters of research expertise co-led by Sydney Nano and a faculty

21 Active research nodes:

- 6 Grand Challenges
- 7 Kickstarters
- 3 Frontier
- 5 Catalysts

Plus 2 Networks

27 Records of invention associated with Sydney Nano
200+ academics engaged in schemes and networks across all Faculties/University Schools

2649 citations, more than doubled from 2020

62 grants enabled valued over $32 million

224 affiliated publications, up from 130 in 2020
In 2021, our inaugural Sydney Nano Grand Challenges have reached the end of their internal funding period. All six research projects made significant progress towards their goals in alignment with the University of Sydney’s strategic priorities. Engaging researchers across the University, the teams include senior and early career researchers, providing a platform for multidisciplinary research and education.

**Professor Jun Huang**  
and **Professor Catherine Stampfl**  
**CO2 Zero**  
Reducing CO2 emissions in manufacturing processes and converting CO2 into commercial products through nanocatalysis.

**Associate Professor Ivan Kassal**  
and **Dr Lamiae Azizi**  
**Computational Materials Discovery**  
Simulating new materials from a single atom to fully functioning devices using quantum computers, multiscale simulation, artificial intelligence and machine learning.
“We have learned to be involved in a truly multidisciplinary endeavour and how to engage effectively with industry partners, investors, and other stakeholders.”

Professor Martijn de Sterke and Professor Chiara Neto
Grand Challenge Champions, Advanced Capture of Water from the Atmosphere (ACWA)
“The leadership opportunities provided to us were extremely helpful in establishing international and national recognition at ECR stage.”

Dr Shelley Wickham and Dr Anna Waterhouse
Grand Challenge Champions, Nanorobotics for Health

“The connections I have made via my affiliation with Sydney Nano and the Grand Challenge program are a significant contributing factor to my academic success.”

Professor Gregg Suaning
Grand Challenge Champion, Unlocking the Neural Interface

Dr Anna Waterhouse and Dr Shelley Wickham
Nanorobotics for Health
Building autonomous, programmable nanorobots to navigate through the body to detect and treat early disease.

Professor Gregg Suaning and Professor Zdenka Kuncic
Unlocking the Neural Interface
Rethinking the means of intervention into the human nervous system to make untreatable neurological diseases treatable, and to transform treatments into comprehensive cures.
Grand Challenge Achievements

Engaged:
78 academics
36 PhD Students
75+ students

24 academic partner institution collaborations globally across seven countries

15+ industry partner collaborations

59 publications generated

$10M external revenue generated

1 spin off

3 step averaged increase in Technical Readiness Level (TRL)
Additional research programs

Kickstarters
The Kickstarter projects are precursors for Grand Challenges. They enable multi-disciplinary research with a strong focus on humanitarian or environmental impact.

NanoCardio
Chief Investigators: Dr David Martinez-Martin, Professor Corinne Caillaud
NanoCardio aims to develop the scientific and technological grounds to accurately and non-invasively track the BP of patients in real-time and over a period of hours to days.

Hybrid nano-systems curing cancer spread
Chief Investigators: Dr Pegah Varamini, Dr Behnam Akhavan
Harnessing the power of nanotechnology to shift palliative care to preventative solutions for cancer spread via an interdisciplinary multimodal approach.

Nano In Sight
Chief Investigators: Professor Stephanie Watson, Dr Yogambha Ramaswamy
Employing novel bioengineering strategies to address a critical problem in regenerative machine and stem cell therapeutics.

NanoEnergised
Chief Investigator: Professor Ali Abbas
Developing nano phase change materials (nanoPCMs) as a technology platform for a myriad of applications, starting with a focus on a high-efficiency heat battery device for nanoenergised applications in solar roof structures and biomedical wearable technology.

Engineered nanoparticles for treatment of Parkinson’s disease
Chief Investigator: Professor Carolyn Sue
Engineering nanoparticles to target dopaminergic neurons and deliver agents that preserve mitochondrial function as a form of treatment for Parkinson’s disease.

Bacteriophage NanoRobots
Chief Investigator: Dr Hien Duong
Combining science, engineering, and medicine to perform cutting-edge research using nanotechnology to develop smart phage nanorobots to fight resistant bacteria.

Smart sensors for intelligent buildings
Chief Investigator: Associate Professor Daniel Dias-Da-Costa
Developing an efficient, reliable sensing platform that continuously monitors the critical parameters of sustainable civil structures.
Frontiers
The Frontier scheme was designed to assess and develop one emerging technology platform in multiple applications to identify technology transfer opportunities over a diverse range of sectors.

Breaking space-time barriers with nanosensors
Chief Investigators: Dr Amandeep Kaur and Professor Kate Jolliffe
Addressing food security and health care by developing a molecular and nanotechnological approach to visualise and measure biological and biochemical events.

NanoFluidics
Chief Investigators: Associate Professor Stefano Palomba and Dr Daniele Vigolo
Identifying critical applications of Nanofluidics by conducting academic and industrial mapping in the areas of nanohealth and sensing.

Quantum Sensing
Chief Investigator: Professor James Rabeau
A global perspective on the applications where quantum sensing technologies could play a transformational role in areas such as archaeology, defence, infrastructure, medicine, and mining.
Catalysts
Catalyst projects encourage new ways of thinking about research. They aim to bring together social scientists, artists, and musicians with researchers from science, health, medicine, and engineering.

Nano Technology – Economy – Society
Chief Investigators: Dr Maria Rumyantseva, Professor Susan Park, Professor Ali Abbas
Enhancing the commercialisation of nano technologies through developing innovative methodologies for the assessment of the interdependencies between a technology, the economy and the society.

NanoResonance
Chief Investigators: Dr Diana Chester, Dr Benjamin Carey, Mr Liam Bray
The multi-disciplinary NanoResonance team explores the outputs of scientific data creatively, investigating modes of creative expression made possible by combining 3D audio and video with machine learning and artificial intelligence methods.

Nanosonic Stories
Chief Investigators: Associate Professor Alice Motion, Dr Chiara O’Reilly, Dr Naseem Ahmadpour, Dr Daniel Yeadon
Nanosonic Stories researches effective ways to communicate nanoscience through sound. Using original compositions of music, soundscapes and aural storytelling, this catalyst finds new ways to audibly illustrate scientific concepts and articulate emotions inspired by science at some of the smallest scales.

Developing Interdisciplinary Expertise
Chief Investigators: Professor Lina Markauskaite, Professor Peter Goodyear, Professor Cara Wrigley
Improving the understanding of how our research nodes and networks create multidisciplinary knowledge and how they learn to function effectively. In addition, the team investigates what it takes for individuals to develop the resourcefulness needed to tackle interdisciplinary challenges.

Engaged Innovation Scholarship for Impact
Chief Investigators: Professor Steven Maguire, Professor Eric Knight
Simultaneous teaching and research about innovation, entrepreneurship and related topics by social scientists who are embedded in Sydney Nano’s multidisciplinary nodes to study and contribute to innovation ‘in the making’.
“Sydney Nano exemplifies the multidisciplinary collaboration that is part of our strategic transformational and translation research engagement. We are particularly pleased with the engagement of FMH Schools from academics and students as medicine & health is balancing several convergent revolutions. The NanoHealth network bridges clinical research with science and engineering captured by our involvement in the Sydney Nano Grand Challenge as we grow the future-facing, at-scale nanomedicine and nanobiology research.”

Professor Robyn Ward
Executive Dean and Pro Vice-Chancellor (Medicine and Health), Faculty of Medicine and Health

Professor Mark Rees
Deputy Executive Dean (Research Partnerships), Faculty of Medicine and Health
Sydney Nano Networks

Sydney Nano Networks are created and co-led with faculties. Aligned with faculty strategies, the networks form integrated large-scale research focus areas with the potential of achieving transformational research outcomes and global impact. In 2021, we continued to expand our NanoHealth Network and launched a new Network focussed on Smart Sustainable Building.

NanoHealth Network
Professor Ben Eggleton (Sydney Nano) and Professor Mark Rees (Deputy Executive Dean (Research Partnerships), Faculty of Medicine and Health)

Transformational solutions for global health issues
From round-table discussions to the lab, the inaugural Sydney Nano Network, NanoHealth, enables efficient, innovative solutions to health problems. The network opens the dialogue between multi-disciplinary researchers, industry, and end users, transforming how nanotechnology is used in areas of medicine and health.

NanoHealth aims to address real-world global health challenges, such as the World Health Organisation’s top health priorities; Sustainable Development Goals 3, 9 and 12; and locally, the Australian Medical Research and Innovation priorities. NanoHealth’s research priorities are outlined by its clusters.

Smart Sustainable Building Network
Professor Ben Eggleton (Director, Sydney Nano) and Professor Kim Rasmussen (Deputy Dean, Faculty of Engineering and IT)

Designing future proof buildings through nanotechnology
The Smart Sustainable Building Network (SSB) connects expertise at the University of Sydney in Engineering and Sciences with academics in Architecture, Design & Planning, Law, Business, and Health to focus on global and national building sustainability priorities. This Network will leverage cutting-edge multi-disciplinary research capabilities with an emphasis on those that are anchored in nanoscale materials and nanotechnology that will lead to innovative capabilities with impact on the built environment.

The SSB Network addresses building-related UN Sustainable Development Goals, particularly 9, 11, 12, and 13, as well as the NSW Government net-zero emission strategy. In addition, this network also contributes to the Australian National Research Priorities as well as the University of Sydney Sustainability Strategies. The SSB Network is structured in two categories, ‘Smart Building Blocks’ and ‘Sustainable Building Management’, comprising seven clusters with complementary research priorities.
NanoHealth Network – Clusters

**Computational Nano-Medicine**
Dr Svetlana Postnova and Dr Lamiae Azizi
Computational Nano-Medicine is the key to mobilising the next generation of health technology. The cluster aims to advance our understanding of the mechanisms, diagnosis, and treatment of human diseases.

**Sensors and Diagnostics**
Dr David Martinez Martin and Professor Corinne Caillaud
This cluster guides clinical decisions for better treatment outcomes by using and creating nanoscale sensors to detect pathogens, cellular responses, molecules of interest, and vital signs.

**Nano-Pharma**
Dr Nicholas Hunt and Dr Pegah Varamini
Nano-Pharma seeks to develop next-generation nanotherapeutics to enable precision clinical treatments. The team engineers nanomaterials, enabling an active and passive targeted delivery of proteins, peptides, bioactive, and drug molecules to cells and organs.

**Nano Bioengineering**
Dr Yogambha Ramaswamy and Dr Steven Wise
Nano Bioengineering engineers biomaterials at the nanoscale to improve functionality and biological performance. This process including coatings, nanocrystals, nanofiber, and nano catalyst.

**Lab/Organ On-Chip**
Dr Daniele Vigolo and Associate Professor Stefano Palomba
This cluster develops chip-based devices for nanoscale processes including sensing, molecular assembly, chemical synthesis, interfaces, and microfluidics. This allows the team to develop models that mimic human physiology and disease.

**Multifunctional Nanoparticles**
Dr Anna Waterhouse and Professor Wojciech Chrzanowski
This team is developing the next generation of multifunctional nanoparticles such as up-conversion nanoparticles and nanorobots, enabling more sensitive disease detection, diagnosis, and therapies.
Smart Sustainable Building Network – Clusters

**Smart Building Blocks**

**Building Envelope**

A/Prof Sandra Loschke and Prof Anna Paradowska

Applying the advantages of nanomaterials and nanostructured surfaces, this cluster creates solutions for building surfaces. Smart facades, roofs, and windows become self-cleaning, control temperature, reduce noise, and harvest and store energy.

**Indoor Environment**

Prof Richard de Dear and Dr Alex Y Song

The Indoor Environment cluster integrates nanotechnologies in temperature, light, and air quality control systems focusing on improvements in user wellbeing and living experiences.

**Building Efficiency**

Dr Arianna Brambilla and Professor Yuan Chen

This cluster tackles efficiency challenges associated with energy, cost, and time consumption for both building construction and operation, developing innovative nanomaterials and applying efficient design principles to create low carbon buildings.

**Sensors and Automation**

Professor Simon Fleming and Dr Ali Hadigheh

This cluster combines cutting-edge artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms with embedded smart sensors to design automated building systems and optimise functionality and energy consumption of the building operation. The team will shorten sensor design cycles which in turn maximise the design diversity of the next generation of smart sustainable building.

**Sustainable Building Management**

**Circular Construction, Supply Chain & Life Cycle Management**

Professor Ali Abbas and Dr Arunima Malik

This cluster aims to enhance energy efficiency in construction while minimising generation of building construction/operation wastes and significantly reducing the number of new materials. This includes analysis of life cycle data of building structures using nano sensor technology. The team will focus on hybrid manufacturing as well as circular and sustainable construction.

**Virtual Design & Construction**

Associate Professor Daniel Dias-da-Costa and Dr Mike Seymour

This cluster will focus on designing a virtual carbon neutral building that is water and energy efficient; has improved air, light, acoustics, and product finishes; promotes physical activity; reduces waste; and considers climate change and environmental impacts in construction and operation.

**Legislation, Regulations & Rating Schemes**

Nicole Marchhart and Dr Katherine Owens

This cluster measures sustainability through the Living Building Challenge imperatives and 6-Star Green Star Rating accreditation. It aims to define market transformation and advocate government legislative requirements.
Member Engagements and Achievements

Sydney Nano is committed to engaging, developing, and celebrating our members’ achievements. Aligned with wider-University strategy and our themes and domains, our talented members drive key research programs, such as our Grand Challenges and Networks. Our member engagement strategy aims to connect researchers and thought-leaders with our Sydney Nano community for enriching discussions, learning opportunities, and networking.

Engagements

We held two Sydney Nano Townhalls to inform our community about members’ significant achievements, strategy, and direction, and engage with our community members daily via social media, communications, events and forums.

Distinguished Lectures

Distinguished Lectures connect the Sydney Nano community with world-class researchers on multi-disciplinary topics in nanoscience. This year, we hosted:

Prof Erez Levanon,
Bar-Ilan University Israel, ‘A-to-i RNA editing, immune protector and transcriptome diversifier’.

Dr Jeremy O’Brien,
PsiQuantum, ‘Silicon Photonic Quantum Computing’.

Dr Victor Zhirnov,

Prof Ali Khademhosseini,
Terasaki Institute for Biomedical Innovation, ‘Engineering in Precision Medicine’.

Sydney Nano Director Professor Ben Eggleton reporting on Sydney Nano’s research priorities at our December 2021 Town Hall.
**Workshops and seminars**
In 2021, we held 15 workshops and seminars covering scientific concepts, training modules, and networking events. We introduced Fireside chats to enhance early-career engagement, participation, learning, and networking opportunities.

See full list in appendix.

**Other Engagements**
**Support during COVID-19**
We facilitated online gatherings with open-discussions on the impact of COVID-19.

**Awards and achievements**
Many of our members were awarded with significant grants and prizes in 2021, highlighting the breadth, depth, and quality of our research. Some highlights:

**US National Academy of Inventors**
Professor Tony Weiss became the first academic from the University of Sydney to be elected as a Fellow of the US National Academy of Inventors. Professor Tony Weiss was also awarded the Prime Minister’s Prize for Innovation.

**Australian Fulbright Scholars**
Professor Antonio Tricoli and Professor Hala Zreiqat were elected as Senior Australian Fulbright Scholars.

**Fellow of the Academy of Science & ARC Linkage Grant**
Professor Hala Zreiqat
Vice Chancellor’s Award for Excellence
- Professor Richard Payne
- Dr Fengwang Li
- Dr Amandeep Kaur
- Professor Anita Ho-Baillie
- Professor Albert Zomaya
- Dr Ben Brown
- Associate Professor Yu Heng Lau

See appendix for full award list.
Members received Vice Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence

Members received SOAR Prizes

Sydney Nano awarded:

- 5 Publication Awards
- 2 HDR Development Awards

Members have received several prestigious awards:

- 1 Eureka Prize Finalist
- 1 ARC DECRA
- 1 NSW Health EMCR Grant

Members received:

- 3 ARC Future Fellowships

Sydney Nano held:

- 4 Distinguished lectures attended by 200 attendees
- 15 Sydney Nano seminars and workshops
Academic Partnerships

Strategic partners of Sydney Nano
Sydney Nano has strategically progressed existing partnerships, established new partnerships, and grown a major global network. Our collaboration continues to impact sustainability, health, and wellbeing, creating global impact with our partners.

Our new academic partnerships
Microfluid Consortium
In 2021, Sydney Nano joined the Microfluidics Consortium, a global nanotechnology organisation. We connected with this network at the 2021 global exposition and look forward to continuing this engagement in 2022.

Nanotechnology Industries Association (NIA)
The NIA supports innovation and commercialisation of next generation nanotechnologies and promotes their safe and reliable advancement. Sydney Nano has recently joined this association.

Network 4 Sustainable Nanotechnology
Sydney Nano is a founding member of the International Network for Sustainable Nanotechnology, a consortium of leading organisations in the field of nanotechnology, representing institutes, universities, non-profit and governmental agencies. In collaboration with the Waterloo Institute of Nanotechnology and aligned with the United Nation’s SDGs, the main function of the Network is the promotion of nanotechnology advancement for sustainability and to ensure the sustainability of nanotechnology. We plan to co-host a Global Impact Summit in 2022 with the Waterloo Institute of Nanotechnology as part of this network.

BINA
Nano-enabled, safe and societally beneficial nanotechnologies. Our partnership with Bar-Ilan University, Institute of Nanotechnology and Advanced Materials (BINA) explores fundamental aspects of material design, magnetism and photonic phenomena, developing clean technologies and more. In 2021, we introduced two inaugural joint research awards for collaboration of Sydney Nano Members with members of BINA.
We continue to foster and grow established partnerships

**WIN**
Sustainability of nanotechnology. In partnership with the Waterloo Institute for Nanotechnology (WIN) at the University of Waterloo, Canada, we are committed to real-world innovation and our activities centre around the development of smart and functional materials, sensors and theranostics that address global challenges faced by our society.

**Zhejiang University, China**
With the Faculty of Engineering, Sydney Nano has partnered with Zhejiang University to explore collaborative research, training and teaching activities to develop the ‘Australia–China Joint Research Centre for Sustainable Environment.’ This led to the establishment of a joint Sustainability Lab led by Grand Challenge Champion Professor Jun Huang.

**Instituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Italy (ITT)**
Our partnership addresses unmet clinical and societal needs and will be a fundamental building block in establishing the next generation research in nano-bioinfo-cogno networks.

**University of Massachusetts**
Collaborating to deliver two distinguished lectures on Nano Food and Future Foods.

**NIMS/MANA, Japan**
The formal partnership with the International Centre for Materials Nanoarchitectonics (WPI–MANA) continues to build and promote research collaborations in the area of “adaptive nanosystems”, including intelligent nanosystems with neurofunctionality and bio-nanosystems.

**Institute of Technology, Bombay**
We’re establishing a research program focusing on sensing technologies for the detection of pollution in air and water.

**Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Punjab**
In 2021, Sydney Nano conducted a workshop with INST to identify collaboration opportunities with the intention to form an additional partnership in India.

**University-wide MoU with Yonsei University**
We continue to collaborate with Korea’s premier university, aiming to foster greater collaboration in research, teaching, learning and knowledge exchange.

**Pusan National University**
Our partnership with the College of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Pusan National University continues to develop the Bio–Medical Global Educational Program.
Internal academic partnerships:
Sydney Nano also supports jointly funded collaboration with strategic
partners of the University of Sydney, including:

- **Save Sight Institute:**
  we’re conducting research
together to identify nanoparticle
carriers for cell-specific
delivery of genes and drugs
to the human retina

- **Kolling Institute:**
  we’re working together
to develop engineered
nanoparticles to target
dopaminergic neurons and
deliver agents as a form of
treatment for Parkinson’s disease

- **With the Engineering Faculty,**
  Sydney Nano launched
  the ‘Australia-China Joint
  Research Centre for
  Sustainable Environment’
  with Zhejiang University.

---

OGE Global Development Awards
Congratulations to the five Sydney Nano Members
who received the Office of Global Engagement
Global Development Awards. These awards
provide early-to-mid-career researchers with
an opportunity to engage with priority research
partners to develop new international projects.
Congratulations to:
- Dr Gurvinder Singh – The Chinese
  University of Hong Kong
- Dr Luke Hespanhol – Utrecht University
- Dr Wei Li – Fudan University
- Dr Yi-Sheng Chen, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
- Dr Yu Heng Lau,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Pictured:
top left - Dr Gurvinder
Singh, top right - Dr Luke
Hespanhol, middle left -
Dr Wei Li, middle right -
Dr Yi-Sheng Chen, bottom
- Dr Yu Heng Lau

---

International strategic
partnerships
10 universities 8 countries 3 continents
“Sydney Nano has quickly established itself as a globally significant nano centre, with impact across science, engineering, and importantly, communicating science and its impact to the public. They are well positioned to address the great problems facing our world, particularly sustainability and health challenges, as represented by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs). We at UCLA, and our partners around the world, are proud to have established the Network for Sustainable Nanotechnology together, which Sydney Nano co-founded and currently serves as co-secretariat. I look forward to seeing Sydney Nano’s profile and impact rise as nanotechnology and the special capabilities of those trained in nano grow increasingly more important for our world.”

Professor Paul S. Weiss
Chair, California NanoSystems Institute
Industry, Innovation and Commercialisation

Sydney Nano prioritises creating knowledge for innovation and impact. Our collaboration with researchers across the University and with industry partners facilitates our entrepreneurial culture. We enable researchers to innovate and pursue commercial interests, providing mutual opportunity for both Sydney Nano and our collaborators.

Key partnerships and projects

Multiple research groups are collaborating closely with the Australian Defence Force, applying nanophotonics and sensing technologies:

- Professor James Rabeau and Dr Omid Kavehei are supported by the Defence Innovation Network and the US Air Force Research Labs to develop new Quantum Sensing technology
- The Photonic Research Group, led by Professor Xiaoke Yi, has significant collaboration with the Defence Science and Technology Group (DSTG), the Department of Defence and industry, with its achievements benefiting industry and society in the areas of information processing, defence, security, and health.
- Professor Ben Eggleton leads the Jericho Smart Sensing Lab located in the Sydney Nanoscience Hub (SNH) with cutting-edge researchers and designers working together to deliver unprecedented sensing technology for the Royal Australian Airforce (RAAF).

In the energy sector, we are collaborating with industry partners:

- Professor Anita Ho Baillie works with industry partners for the use of light-weight, cheap and ultra-thin, perovskite crystals in photovoltaic devices for harvesting solar power
- Professor Thomas Maschmeyer’s start-up, Gelion Technologies, continues the commercialisation of cheap, safe and durable zinc-bromine batteries that outcompete lithium-ion technology.
Other industry partnerships
Throughout the year, we offered Sydney Nano members training and networking opportunities in commercialisation and entrepreneurship through a range of events:

− Our members are collaborating with industry to reduce greenhouse emissions, outlined in the innovative nano catalysts (Professor Jun Huang/Professor Catherine Stampfl) and metal-organic-frameworks (MOFS) (Professor Deanna D’Alessandro/Professor Cameron Kepert). Deanna works closely with industry partners to develop decarbonisation technologies.

− Our researchers are developing quantum computing and sensing solutions for major challenges in various segments such as defence, aerospace, health, logistics, transportation, and commodities

− Led by Professor David Reilly, the University of Sydney and Microsoft’s multi-year partnership in Quantum Computing research, conducted in the Sydney Nanoscience Hub (SNH), continues to produce significant results.

− Q-Ctrl, founded by Professor Michael Biercuk operates from SNH and continues to support global venture capital firms, remaining a trusted provider of quantum control for emerging technologies.

− Professor James Rabeau is continuing to engage with the NSW Department of Industry/Office of Chief Scientist and Engineer to further establish a semiconductor industry in Australia, leading to the establishment of a Semiconductor Service Bureau in 2021. This follows the publication of a report in December 2020 outlining the capabilities, opportunities, and challenges for NSW’s meaningful participation in the global semiconductor value-chain.

Developing expertise in translational research highlights

− Sydney Nano’s NanoHealth Network was embedded in the Master of Business Admin (MBA) of the Sydney Business School.

− Professor Steve Maguire, School of Business, and Professor Rabeau collaborated on a funded research project, “Perspectives on Innovation Ecosystems”. This involved coordinating researchers from the School of Business to observe ‘innovation’ in action, unpacking how innovation happens.

Photos (clockwise from top right): Gelion Technologies; Professor Anita Ho-Baillie; Professor David Reilly.
Outreach

Sydney Nano prioritises creating knowledge for innovation and impact. Our collaboration with researchers across the University and with industry partners facilitates our entrepreneurial culture. We enable researchers to innovate and pursue commercial interests, providing mutual opportunity for both Sydney Nano and our collaborators.

Sydney Nano Ambassador Program

In 2021, Sydney Nano granted six secondary scholarships to PhD students selected for our Student Ambassador Program. Mentored by Deputy Director Outreach, A/Prof Alice Motion, these Ambassadors are learning about the importance of effective science communication. They are also developing an understanding of the interdisciplinary nature of nanoscience. Due to lockdowns throughout 2021, our Ambassadors worked on digital outreach content which will be published in 2022.

We hope that our Student Ambassadors will soon have the opportunity to gain first-hand experience in outreach activities with high schools and the general public post COVID-19 restrictions, including giving visibility to the study of nanoscience in innovative and creative ways.

“With nanotechnologies increasingly at the forefront of scientific development, I find promoting knowledge and understanding of them to be an essential aspect of my university career.”

Ms Karuna Skipper
Sydney Nano Student Ambassador,
School of Chemistry

“The Sydney Nano Student Ambassador role has provided a fantastic opportunity to connect with future leaders in nanotechnology across various schools and faculties.”

Mr Jed Austin
Sydney Nano Student Ambassador,
Sydney Business School
**Public Events - Highlights**

**“Big solutions on the nanoscale”: Public Lecture featuring Sydney Nano researchers**

In collaboration with Sydney Ideas, Sydney Nano hosted a public lecture in November 2021 on the topic of “Big solutions on the nanoscale”. This lecture featured presentations from Sydney Nano researchers Prof Chiara Neto, Prof Zdenka Kuncic, and Dr Shelley Wickham, discussing the real-world relevance of nanotechnology research. Hosted by A/Prof Alice Motion, Deputy Director Outreach, this event was highly successful – with over 300 viewers and over 1300 podcast listens.

**Live from the Lab | FBi Radio Podcast**

Live from the Lab (LFTL) is a celebration of Australian music, science, arts, and culture. Created by A/Prof Alice Motion, Deputy Director Outreach, LFTL partners musicians with science researchers to create unique compositions. The research of Prof Anita Ho-Bailie was highlighted in 2021 during Science Week with a composition by artist Setwun, which included NASA solar recordings as well as layers of music and rhythms inspired by electron configurations of the elements that Anita and her team use in their solar cells.

**Artist in Residence Program**

Sydney Nano awarded two Artists in Residence in 2021. The program facilitates collaborations between artists and researchers in nano and quantum science and provides a space for exploring relationships between artistic practice and research in nanoscience and technology.

- Dr Daniel Blinkhorn (Sydney Conservatorium of Music), supporting Nanosonic Stories Catalyst node
- Dr Luke Hespanhol (School of Architecture, Design and Planning), supporting NanoResonance Catalyst node
Training and Education

Sydney Nano is focused on training the next generation of academic leaders through offering leadership opportunities, mentoring, and seminars in fields such as grant writing and research commercialisation. Sydney Nano also offers a number of Distinguished Lectures and seminars from researchers across a range of fields related to nanotechnology.

Taste of Research awards

In 2021, four high-performing undergraduate students were offered the opportunity to develop their research skills through our “Taste of Research” program. Throughout a six-week research program, the students gained experience into working with Sydney Nano Members in an academic lab environment, finding solutions to real-world challenges related to nanoscience and technology. Congratulations to:

- Yuhang Zhang, hosted by Dr Gurvinder Singh (School of Biomedical Engineering)
- Yukai Fu, hosted by Dr Behnam Akhavan (School of Biomedical Engineering)
- Kiarash Kyanian, hosted by Dr Arnold Ju (School of Biomedical Engineering)
- Rafia Ali, hosted by Dr Pegah Varamini (Sydney Pharmacy School)

“...not only offers me the opportunity to develop research skills, but also boosts my interest in working on research and solve real world challenges using nanotechnology in my future career.”

Mr Yuhang Zhang
Taste of Research 2021 awardee, School of Biomedical Engineering

EMCR Development Nodes

Launched in 2021, the EMCR Development Nodes were created to provide EMCRs with the opportunity to build and lead a multi-disciplinary research team in order to gain practical experience in leadership and academic skills with mentorship and training from senior colleagues. We currently have 15 EMCRs participating in this program.

Studying Nano

Sydney Nano supports our Members in their nanotechnology relevant units across several faculties and schools, including:

- NANO2002: Introduction to Nanoscience (Faculty of Science)
- NANO4001: Modern Nanoscience (Faculty of Science)
- CHNG5008: Nanotechnology in Chemical Engineering (Faculty of Engineering)
- CHEM3888 and PHYS3888: Interdisciplinary Project (Faculty of Science)
- SIEN6004: Innovation Ecosystems (Sydney Business School)

Future Leaders Training Program

In 2021, the Sydney Nano Future Leaders Training Program was initiated. This program will focus on developing management soft skills for PhD students and PostDocs, to enhance their future careers in academia and industry. The launch was postponed to 2022 due to COVID 19 restrictions.
Infrastructure and Enabling Capabilities

One of our strategic objectives is to enable access to world-class research infrastructure while maximising the return on the University’s investment in state-of-the-art research infrastructure. We are achieving this through facilitating the optimal use of the Sydney Nanoscience Hub; supporting the development and use of the University’s Core Research Facilities; facilitating access to the equipment platform by our members; influencing the development of the Western Sydney campus; and gaining access to national and international research infrastructure.

The Sydney Nanoscience Hub (SNH) has been designed to provide research in the field of Nano Photonics and Quantum Science. SNH is home to 13 distinct user groups with a combined total of 154 occupants in 2021.

The user groups at the Sydney Nanoscience Hub have developed a “SNH Safety DNA”, reflecting our philosophy and values in conducting work safely. These include leadership, safeguarding, accountability, continuous improvement, and culture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SafetyDNA</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Continuous Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Nanoscience Hub</td>
<td>Management leads safety performance</td>
<td>We continuously improve by measuring, reviewing and adopting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safeguarding</td>
<td>All exposures can be safeguarded</td>
<td>Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Safety and wellbeing is never compromised</td>
<td>It is embedded in the way we operate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sydney Nanoscience Hub hosts

- 7 Research groups
- 3 CRF Facilities
- 2 Industry partners (Microsoft, Q-CTRL)
- 1 Multi-disciplinary Institute (Sydney Nano)
- 154 Occupants

Sydney Nanoscience Hub comprises

- 10,000m² state-of-the-art teaching and learning facilities
- 32 state-of-the-art nanoscience research laboratories
- 900m² ISO Class 5 cleanroom
In 2022, Sydney Nano enters its next growth phase – Sydney Nano 2.0. We are excited to present our strategic plan for this new phase at our showcase event to be held in March 2022. We also plan to host a series of externally-focused engagement events for academic and industry partners, associations and government departments as well as high schools and the general public throughout the year.

A warm welcome to all of our incoming Deputy Directors. We are excited to gain their valuable insights for their respective strategic portfolios. Our Deputy Directors for 2022-2023 are:

- A/Prof Alice Motion (ongoing) – External Engagement & Academic Development
- A/Prof Girish Lakhwan – Academic Partnerships
- A/Prof Yixiang Gan – Member Engagement
- Prof Stephanie Watson – Industry, Innovation & Commercialisation
- Prof Ali Abbas – Industry, Innovation & Commercialisation

Excitingly, there is a lot of new research coming out of Sydney Nano for 2022. We have funded four new Grand Challenge projects related to sustainability and health in alignment with the UN SDGs. We have also endorsed four Kickstarters and a Frontier project joining our schemes for 2022.

Our new Grand Challenges are:

- Eco-Active Building Envelopes, developing the next generation of buildings that positively impact our environment
- Nanosensing Airborne Pathogens for Public Biosecurity, engineering nanoscale sensing technologies for the detection of airborne pathogens
- Organ-on-Chip for Blood Clot assessment, developing microfluidic devices to detect thrombosis
- Solar Fuels, creating new nanomaterials to capture and ‘bottle’ sunlight in the form of energy-rich, renewable fuels

Our NanoHealth and Smart Sustainable Building Networks have shown excellent growth over 2021 and we hope to see this trend continue into the new year. We are also currently conducting scoping studies to assess the potential for an additional Network for Quantum. We plan to expand our partnerships in new countries and increase engagement with our current international academic partners through joint lectures, research grants, and other activities, including an upcoming Academic Partnership Summit. The global “Network4SustainableNano” (N4SN) will host several events with a focus on UNSDG 3 (Good Health & Wellbeing) and seeks to expand its membership further.

In 2022, we will also be focusing on academic development across all levels. We will shortly launch a Future Leader Program (FLP) for HDR Students and PostDocs to prepare emerging academics for their career in academia or industry as well as an EMCR Development Node to provide early career researchers with a platform to present their research and network with their peers. In addition, we have awarded six HDR students with Student Ambassador scholarships where they will work closely with Deputy Director A/Prof Alice Motion to develop their research communication skills through both outreach and “inreach” programs. We are also offering Taste of Research programs to undergraduate students, where they can obtain experience working with leading academics in fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology in research labs.

Finally, we continue to enable and support our Members in their intentions to commercialise their research via our research nodes and networks as well as specific trainings, seminars and fireside chats. Our direct engagement with potential industry partners will focus on the topics of NanoHealth and Sustainability utilising our network in these fields organising round tables and co-design workshops.

Overall, 2022 will be a year filled with opportunities, events, and exciting new research. Stay tuned, follow us, and get engaged!

Professor Ben Eggleton
Director, The University of Sydney Nano Institute
“It is exciting to see the important engagements of our academics and students with Sydney Nano, particularly the Smart Sustainable Building Network and the new Grand Challenge project on Eco-Active Building Envelopes. I am looking forward to further strengthening our multidisciplinary partnership with Sydney Nano.”

Professor Robyn Dowling
The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
KEY ENGAGEMENTS

Sydney Nano ran a series of wonderful events and hosted many VIP visitors at the SNH, including donors, investors, government officials, industry, and international delegations.

- Michael Goldman and Sharon Hudson-Dean, United States Embassy, Charge d’Affaires
- Dr Jill Freyne, CSIRO
- Jane Evans, NSW Smart Sensing Network (NSSN)
- David Anstice AO, Former senior executive, Merck
- Dr Katerina Agostino, Chief of Aerospace Division, Defence Science and Technology Group
- Dr Ian Oppermann, NSW Government Chief Data Scientist and CEO NSW Data Analytics Centre
- Greg Robinson, Chief of Infrastructure at the University of Sydney, hosted a Transport for NSW delegation
- Roche Global Pharma Partnering Team
- Clayton Barr MP

Photos from top left (clockwise): Sharon Hudson-Dean and Michael Goldman, United States Embassy, Charge d’Affaires; David Anstice AO, donor, former senior executive, Merck; Dr Katerina Agostino, Chief of Aerospace Division, Defence Science and Technology Group; Dr Jill Freyne, CSIRO and Jane Evans, NSSN.
List of Members

- Ahmad Jabbarzadeh, Faculty of Engineering
- Ainsley Newson, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Albert Zomaya, Faculty of Engineering
- Alejandro Montoya, Faculty of Engineering
- Alessandro Tuzin, Faculty of Science
- Alex Song, Faculty of Engineering
- Ali Abbas, Faculty of Engineering
- Ali Hadigheh, Faculty of Engineering
- Alice Motion, Faculty of Science
- Alistair McEwan, Faculty of Engineering
- Allison Tong, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Amandeep Kaur, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Anastasia Glioba, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Andrew Doherty, Faculty of Science
- Anita Ho-Bailie, Faculty of Science
- Ann Kwan, Faculty of Science
- Anna Paradowska, Faculty of Engineering
- Anna Waterhouse, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Anne Mai-Prochnow, Faculty of Engineering
- Annette Haworth, Faculty of Science
- Antonio Tricoli, Faculty of Engineering
- Anusha Withana, Faculty of Engineering
- Arianna Brambilla, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Arne Grimsmo, Faculty of Science
- Arunima Malik, Faculty of Science
- Asaph Widmer-Cooper, Faculty of Science
- Axel Spahr, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Behnam Akhavan, Faculty of Engineering
- Belal Chami, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Benjamin Goldys, Faculty of Science
- Benjamin Brown, Faculty of Science
- Benjamin Carey, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
- Benjamin Eggleton, Faculty of Science
- Boris Kuhlmeier, Faculty of Science
- Brendan Kennedy, Faculty of Science
- Brian Hawkett, Faculty of Science
- Brian Jones, Faculty of Science
- Cameron Kepert, Faculty of Science
- Carolyn Sue, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Cary Di Lernia, The University of Sydney Business School
- Catherine Hardy, The University of Sydney Business School
- Catherine Stampfli, Faculty of Science
- Catherine Welch, The University of Sydney Business School
- Chiara Neto, Faculty of Science
- Chiara O’Reilly, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Christopher Ling, Faculty of Science
- Corinne Caillaud, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Cornelius Hempel, Faculty of Science
- Craig Jin, Faculty of Engineering
- Damien Ricketson, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
- Daniel Blinkhorn, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
- Daniel Gozman, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Daniel Dias-da-Costa, Faculty of Engineering
- Daniel Tan, Faculty of Science
- Daniel Yeadon, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
- Daniele Vigolo, Faculty of Engineering
- David Hibbs, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- David Martinez Martin, Faculty of Engineering
- David Wang, Faculty of Engineering
- Deanna D’Alessandro, Faculty of Science
- Deepak Jain, Faculty of Science
- Diana Chester, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Dianne Wiley, Faculty of Engineering
- Dries Verstraete, Faculty of Engineering
- Elizabeth New, Faculty of Science
- Eugenia Gasparri, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Faiba Dehghani, Faculty of Engineering
- Fengwang Li, Faculty of Engineering
- Filip Braet, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Georges Grau, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Girish Lakhwani, Faculty of Science
- Gregg Suaging, Faculty of Engineering
- Gregory Warr, Faculty of Science
- Gurvinder Singh, Faculty of Engineering
- Gwenaelle Proust, Faculty of Engineering
- Hak-Kim Chan, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Hala Zreiqat, Faculty of Engineering
- Hamidreza Arandiyan, Faculty of Science
- Helen Bramley, Faculty of Science
- Helena Robinson, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Hien Duong, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Ingemar Persson, Faculty of Engineering
- Ivan Kassal, Faculty of Science
- Iver Cairns, Faculty of Science
- James Der Derian, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- James Rabeau, Faculty of Science
- Jarryd Wyndham, The University of Sydney Business School
- Jianguo (Joe) Zhu, Faculty of Engineering
- Jiao Jiao Li, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Joel Mackay, Faculty of Science
- John Bartholomew, Faculty of Science
- John Grigg, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Joyce Hinterding, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Julie Cairney, Faculty of Engineering
- Jun Huang, Faculty of Engineering
- Justin Beardsley, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Jyotirmoyee Bhattacharjya, The University of Sydney Business School
- Kanchana Thilakaratne, Faculty of Engineering
- Katrina Jolliffe, Faculty of Science
- Ken-Tye Yong, Faculty of Engineering
- Kimberly Mathieu Coulton, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Lamiae Azizi, Faculty of Science
- Lauren Macreadie, Faculty of Science
- Laurence Macia, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Li Chang, Faculty of Engineering
- Lila Bareket, Faculty of Engineering
- Lin Ye, Faculty of Engineering
- Lina Markauskaite, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Ling Zhu, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Lining Ju, Faculty of Engineering
- Liwei Li, Faculty of Engineering
- Louis Rendina, Faculty of Science
- Luke Hespanhol, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Luming Shen, Faculty of Engineering
- Marcela Bilek, Faculty of Engineering
- Margaret Sunde, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Margot Day, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Maria Rymantevsa, The University of Sydney Business School
- Mark Gillies, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Markus Muellner, Faculty of Science
- Martijn de Sterke, Faculty of Science
- Martin Tomitsch, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Mary Tara Christie, Faculty of Science
- Maryanne Large, Faculty of Science
- Matthew Cleary, Faculty of Engineering
- Michael Morris, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Michael Kassiou, Faculty of Science
- Michael Seymour, The University of Sydney Business School
- Mohammad Mirkhalaf, Faculty of Engineering
- Naseem Ahmadpour, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Natalie Holmes, Faculty of Engineering
- Nicholas Hunt, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Nicholas King, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Nicholas Lawson, Faculty of Engineering
- Omid Kavehei, Faculty of Engineering
- Pegah Varamini, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Peter Bennett, Faculty of Science
- Peter Gill, Faculty of Science
- Peter Goodyear, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Peter Lay, Faculty of Science
- Peter Tuthill, Faculty of Science
- Peyman Obeidy, Faculty of Engineering
- Philip Gale, Faculty of Science
- Philip Leong, Faculty of Engineering
- PJ Cullen, Faculty of Engineering
- Ralph Holz, Faculty of Engineering
- Renae Ryan, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Richard de Dear, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Richard Payne, Faculty of Science
- Robyn Jamieson, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Ronald Clarke, Faculty of Science
- Rongkun Zheng, Faculty of Science
- Salah Sukkarieh, Faculty of Engineering
- Sandra Löhcke, The University of Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- Sergio Leon-Saval, Faculty of Science
- Shelley Wickham, Faculty of Science
- Shumi Akhtar, The University of Sydney Business School
- Siegbert Schmid, Faculty of Science
- Simon de Graaf, Faculty of Science
- Simon Fleming, Faculty of Science
- Simon Kwok, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Stefano Palomba, Faculty of Science
- Stephanie Watson, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Stephen Bartlett, Faculty of Science
- Steven Maguire, The University of Sydney Business School
- Steven Wise, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Susan Park, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
- Swetlana Postnova, Faculty of Science
- Thomas Grewal, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Thomas Maschmeyer, Faculty of Science
- Tihana Divnic-Rasnik, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Tony Weiss, Faculty of Science
- Vera Chung, Faculty of Engineering
- Vincent Gomes, Faculty of Engineering
- Wojciech Chrzanowski, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Xiaoke Yi, Faculty of Engineering
- Xiaozhou Liao, Faculty of Engineering
- Yi Shen, Faculty of Engineering
- Yi-Sheng Chen, Faculty of Engineering
- Yi-xiang Gan, Faculty of Engineering
- Yu Heng Lau, Faculty of Science
- Yuan Chen, Faculty of Engineering
- Zdenka Kuncic, Faculty of Science
- Zihuai Lin, Faculty of Engineering
- Zongwen Liu, Faculty of Engineering

**Successful Promotion Applications**

**Level E:**
- Ali Abbas, Faculty of Engineering
- Zongwen Liu, Faculty of Engineering
- Gwenaëlle Proust, Faculty of Engineering
- Simon Paul de Graaf, Faculty of Science
- Catherine Lynelle Welch, The University of Sydney Business School

**Level D:**
- Markus Muellner, Faculty of Science
- Asaph Widmer-Cooper, Faculty of Science
- Damien Ricketson, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
- Daniel Peter Martin Gozman, The University of Sydney Business School

**Level C:**
- Anne Gerda Erna Mai-Prochnow, Faculty of Engineering
- Ali Hadigheh, Faculty of Engineering
- Kanchana Dinesh Thilakaratna, Faculty of Engineering
- Anusha Withana, Faculty of Engineering
- Belal Bill Chami, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Hien Thi Thu Duong, Faculty of Medicine and Health
- Arianna Brambilla, Sydney School of Architecture, Design and Planning
- John Glen Bartholomew, Faculty of Science

**Fellowships and Chairs**

**ARC Future Fellowship**
- Prof Anita Ho-Baillie

**2021 Academy of Science Fellow**
- Prof Hala Zreiqat

**Awards**

**Australian Fulbright Scholars 2021**
- Prof Hala Zreiqat
- Prof Antonio Tricoli

**SOAR Prize 2022**
- Dr Arianna Brambilla
- Dr Naseem Ahmadpour
- Dr Nicholas Hunt
- Dr Benjamin Carey
- Dr Yu Heng Lau
- Dr Michael Seymour
- Dr Liwei Li
- Dr Arunima Malik
2021 LIEF ARC Grant
- Dr John Bartholomew

Eureka Prize Finalist
- Prof Anita Ho-Baillie

ARC Linkage Grant
- Prof Hala Zreiqat

Edgeworth David Medal, Royal Society of NSW
- Dr Arnold Ju

David Craig Medal
- Prof Thomas Maschmeyer

Prime Minister’s Prize for Innovation
- Prof Tony Weiss

NMHRC Ideas Grant
- Prof Joel Mackay

2021 Rennie Memorial Medal
- Dr Markus Mueller

Bar Ilan Institute for Nanotechnology, Israel (BINA) & Sydney Nano Research Award
- Prof Jun Huang
- Dr Yu Heng Lau

Sydney Nano Publication Award
- Dr Shelley Wickham
- Dr Nicholas Hunt
- Dr Gurvinder Singh
- Dr Behnam Akhavan
- Dr Fengwang Li

Taste of Research Awards
- Yuhang Zhang
- Yukai Fu
- Kiarash Kyanian
- Rafia Ali

Excellence in Research Award for Established Researcher
- Prof Steven Maguire

2021 Ramaciotti Biomedical Research Award
- Prof Gregg Suanning
- Dr Omid Kavehei
- Prof Alistair McEwan

Australia’s top 40 lifetime achievers in research
- Prof Ben Eggleton

Number 1 researcher in Sustainable Energy (the Australian)
- Prof Anita Ho-Baillie

2021 Clarivate Analytics Highly Cited Researchers List
- Prof Anita Ho-Baillie

2021 ECR Support Fund
- Dr Nicholas Hunt
- Dr Qingbo Xia

2021 HDR Development Award
- Pooria Lesani
- Bryce Mullens

Commercial Development and Industry Partnership Funding
- Dr Belal Chami
- Prof Jun Huang
- Prof Thomas Maschmeyer
- Prof Elizabeth New
- Prof Louis Rendina
- Prof Pegah Varamini
- A/Prof Steven Wise
- A/Prof Rongkun Zheng
- Prof Ken Tye Yong

2021 Bridge Program recipient
- Dr Pegah Varamini

All Events and Engagements
Public Lectures
- ‘Big solutions on the nanoscale’ co-hosted by Sydney Ideas

Distinguished Lectures
- Prof Erez Levanon, Bar-Ilan University Israel, ‘A-to-I RNA editing, immune protector and transcriptome diversifier’
- Prof Ali Khademhosseini, Terasaki Institute for Biomedical Innovation, ‘Engineering in Precision Medicine’
- Dr Jeremy O’Brien, PsiQuantum, ‘Silicon Photonic Quantum Computing’

Workshops, Seminars, and Lectures
- NanoPhotonics, NanoEnergy and Quantum materials workshop on self-assembled plasmonic nanoantennas, quantum technologies, energy conservation
- Bio-Nano International Workshop with the Italian Institute of Technology (IIT)
- Meet the Author by Dr Amandeep Kaur, ‘Chemical tools for nanoscale imaging: the interdisciplinary journey of a DECRA awardee’
- Meet the Author by Dr Nicholas Hunt, ‘Targeted hepatic drug delivery’
- Meet the Author by Dr Seyed Mirkhalaf, ‘Halide migration in mixed lead halide perovskites’
- Meet the Author by Dr Hansheng Chen, ‘Bridging microstructure and magnetic properties of rare-earth permanent magnets’
- Fireside chat by Prof Fariba Dehghani, ‘Collaborations that multiply’
- Fireside chat by Prof Elizabeth New, ‘What makes a good DECRA candidate?’
- Seminar by Natasha Rawlings, ‘Commercialising science-based inventions: the Uniseed Investment Manager perspective’
- ‘Science outside your comfort zone’ by Westmead Research Hub
- Scientific seminar by Dr Daniele Vigolo, ‘Can we exploit microfluidics to engineer biology?’

Visits
- United States Embassy, Charge d’Affaires, Michael Goldman and Sharon Hudson-Dean
- United States Consulate
- United States Army Research Office
- CSIRO Dr Jill Freyne & NSSN Jane Evans
- David Anstice AO
- Dr Katerina Agostino, Chief of Aerospace Division, Defence Science and Technology Group
- NSW Government Chief Data Scientist and CEO NSW Data Analytics Centre Dr Ian Oppermann
- Greg Robinson, Chief of Infrastructure at the University of Sydney, hosted a Transport for NSW delegation
- Special Envoy Global Business and Talent Attraction
- Roche Global Pharma Partnering Team
- Clayton Barr MP
- Space tech leaders
- Sydney Nano ECR Ambassadors
- University of Sydney Senior Leaders Induction group
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